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Visitor parking fees signify more changes in future

What’s Inside

Campus-wide parking fees to be applied in the Fall semester, memo states

NEWS
SEBA HOSTS DIGITAL MEDIA EVENT
Vice President of Self-Service Ads
at Twitter spoke on campus. PAGE 2

BY JACOB TURNROSE
NEWS EDITOR
Students, faculty, and staff were met by
significant changes to parking policy during the first week of the Spring semester.
Such changes are only the beginning and
will likely escalate next fall with the implementation of campus-wide parking fees.
On Feb. 6, Adan Tejada, the Chief of Public Safety, sent out an email informing the
Saint Mary’s community of two changes:
that the Justin/Mitty Hall lot would be
repartitioned into two sections, one reserved for students, the other to staff, and
that visitors would now have to pay for
parking. Both new policies were put into
effect on Feb. 12.
Prior to this change, the Justin/Mitty
lot was reserved for faculty members. Angelica Moreira ‘19 explained that this prior
policy was due to a cost-benefit analysis
done by the Public Safety office.
Their analysis, according to Moreira,
went like this: If a faculty member cannot
find parking in timely fashion, a whole
class is delayed, whereas a class can still go
on if individual students can’t find parking.
However, many students were upset because many of the parking spots reserved
for faculty weren’t filled.
Moreira, an Associated Students Senator, took part in negotiations with Public
Safety to repartition the Justin/Mitty lot.
But she explained that it’s unclear what
faculty members think of this new partition, as they can no longer park in the lot.
The other major change was the implementation of parking fees for visitors.
Visitors now must pay $0.50/hour to
park, for a maximum of three hours. They
can park in the designated “Visitor Parking ” sections of either the Recreation
Center or Filippi lots. These sections are
reserved for them exclusively. They were
chosen, according to Tejada, given their

STUDENTS WALK OUT IN
RESPONSE TO GUN VIOLENCE
Participants commemorated
those lost at the Parkland
mass shooting. PAGE 3
OPINION
PUBLIC SAFETY has implemented new visitor parking fees and new designated visitor lots. (Gabby Vanacore/COLLEGIAN)

proximity to the tennis courts, which visitors use, and the administrative offices in
Filippi Hall. Between these two sections,
52 spaces are reserved exclusively for visitors. Students have argued that reserving
these sections for visitors shrinks the
amount of parking available for students,
but Chief Tejada disagrees.
He points to how visitors, before the
change, used to be able to park anywhere
within the Filippi, Recreation Center,
Baseball Field, Rugby Field, and Soda
Center lots, but now they are restricted.
“Less than 3 percent of [of parking spots]
are [open] to visitors,” he asserted. Still,
some students point to a lack of usage.
They point to time when visitor parking
spots are available while all student parking is filled.
And during such times, some commuters have even resorted to taking off their
parking pass and purchasing a visitor pass,

according to Tejada.
Students have complained that new
parking policies don’t solve any core issues. “Taking away our parking in some
areas and then adding some elsewhere
doesn’t solve our parking problems,” said
Tanner Santos ‘19.
Another student, Cat Frodsham ‘18, described her daily experience finding parking. “I commute from Pleasanton four days
a week,” she said. “I generally work prior
to [class], so I cannot arrive hours before
class and get a good spot. I usually get
[to campus] less than 15 minutes [before
class] and it’s awful. I was late to my class
due to the parking lot changes.” She added,
“Plus, it also causes altercations between
students fighting for parking spots.”
Tejada referred to a “noticeable” amount
of complaints regarding visitor parking.
One such complaint read, “The parking
See Parking, page 2

Speaker series highlights the personal stories of scientists
BY SABRINA NGUYEN
NEWS REPORTER
Since March 2017, The Pathways to Science speaker series has invited scientists
to come to lecture on campus. Though
their research draws many STEM students,
their personal stories and perspectives
on science, which the series emphasizes,
encourage students of traditionally underrepresented backgrounds to pursue STEM.
This speaker series is the result of a grant
worth $2.7 million, which Saint Mary’s College received in 2016 as part of the Hispanic
Serving Institutions Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics and
Articulation program affiliated with the
United States Department of Education.
This grant is in support of providing more
resources for Hispanic and low-income
students.
The money from this grant will be spent
over the course of five years to put together
programs, like this speaker series, for
STEM students. It was also used to create
the STEM Center. Both initiatives cater
primarily to STEM students from underrepresented communities but are accessible to anyone.
The director of the STEM Center, Dr.
Ameer Thompson, also organizes the
speaker series. He said that the speakers have generally been people he knows
personally. Additionally, they’ve also usu-

ally come from underrepresented communities, with the hope that students from
similar backgrounds might be uplifted and
encouraged.
“We’re trying to give students the sense
that you don’t have to come from one particular background to become a scientist;
you can be from any background,” said
Thompson.

The most important goal
of the speaker series
is to allow students to
hear and understand
scientists and their
personal stories.
The School of Science at Saint Mary’s is
currently composed of 70 percent womenidentified students and 30 percent maleidentified students. In terms of ethnic
breakdown, 27 percent of the department
is LatinX, 39 percent is Caucasian, 19 percent is Asian, six percent is African American, two percent is Native American, two
percent is Hawaiian/Pacific Islander, and
five percent is other.
According to Thompson, students who
come from underrepresented backgrounds
have desirable strengths, such as a sense of

independence, resilience, and adaptability.
“[The College] wants to leverage…these
strengths to help students succeed,” said
Thompson. “Saint Mary’s wants to make
systemic changes that are conducive to
the success of underrepresented students.”
“We live in a society, and if we’re not being attentive to societal changes, then we’re
failing,” said Thompson. “It’s important to
be responsive and responsible to our community,” said Thompson.
In one installment of the Pathways to
Science speaker series, Dr. James Nunez
gave a presentation titled, “CRISPR-Based
Technology: Harnessing Nature’s Toolbox
for Genome Engineering,” which was held
on Friday, March 9.
In introducing his colleague, Thompson said that Dr. Nunez’s interests are
“centered on his fascination with DNA,
RNA, and their intricate interactions with
protein in many biological processes.”
Thompson mentioned that Nunez earned
his PhD in Molecular and Cell Biology
from UC Berkeley, and that he’s currently
both a postdoctoral researcher at UC San
Francisco and a Hanna H. Gray fellow of
the Howard Hughes Medical Institute. In
his presentation, Nunez shared with the
students his personal journey from his upbringing in the Philippines to his academic
pursuits in the sciences.
According to Thompson, the most imSee Pathways to Science, page 3

THE #METOO MOVEMENT
One writer argues that things
have gotten out of hand. PAGE 4

PHILOSOPHY DEPARTMENT
BOASTS SOME OF THE BEST
PROFESSORS IN THE HUMANITIES
Opinion Editor argues why
anyone can benefit from a
philosophy class. PAGE 5
CULTURE
POKEATERY BRINGS HAWAIIAN
CUISINE TO THE EAST BAY
New restaurant opens in
Walnut Creek. PAGE 6

SPORTS
BASEBALL
The Gaels have a rough start to their
WCC season, losing two out of three
to Portland, with one of those losses
coming in the ninth inning. PAGE 7

GOLF
Saint Mary’s golfer Pavan
Sagoo describes the team’s
trying experience in their San
Diego tournament but looks
forward to renewed success
in an Oregon tournament
later this month. PAGE 8
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for off campus students at this
school is absolutely ridiculous.
It is unfair and unright to give
more spaces and parking lots to
staff and visitors! I am paying a
lot of money to go to classes here
but I’m spending an absurd about
of time in the morning looking for
parking.”
In giving a general response
to such criticism, Tejada said,
“There are no good short-term
solutions.”
The reason for the new visitor parking change stems back
to an agreement struck by Saint
Mary’s College and the Town of

Moraga to reduce the College’s
carbon footprint. A memo sent
by Susan Wallace, Vice President

In August of 2018, a
“campus-wide” parking
fee will be introduced
alongside an “alternative
transportation program.”
for Finance and Administration,
outlines said agreement and signals that more drastic changes
are still to come.
In applying for a permit to
build the Rec Center, Moraga

asked Saint Mary’s to “reduce
the number of single-occupant
vehicle trips and to encourage
members of the [College] community to choose alternatives
to single-passenger use of automobiles.”
In response to this agreement,
the College’s “Campus Facilities
Planning Committee” set up a
task force to investigate such
alternatives.
It currently recommends, as
the memo states, greater access to
“5-15 person vanpools, carpools,
ride-shares, ride hailing apps,
public transportation and scheduled shuttle service provided by
the College.”

And in turn, “The costs for
implementing the alternative
modes of transportation…will be,
in part, supported by instituting
parking fees for vehicles on the
campus.”
Currently, the funds accrued
through visitor parking fees will
be used to pay for these alternative modes of transportation. But
in August of 2018, a “campuswide” parking fee will be introduced alongside an “alternative
transportation program,” says
the memo.
By next Fall, students, alongside faculty and staff, will have to
pay for parking on campus unless
something changes.

www.stmaryscollegian.com
staff@stmaryscollegian.com

Twitter executive shares life experience at SEBA event
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On Thursday evening, March
15, the School of Economics
and Business Administration
(SEBA) hosted an event that
gave students insight to careers
in the fields of Digital Media, Social Networks, and Marketing.
About 40 students filled the
Faculty and Staff Dining Room
in anticipation of the event. Joe
Fahrner, the Vice President of
Self-Serve Ads at Twitter, was
the guest speaker. With extensive experience in the digital
media field, Fahrner’s expertise
gave students with similar passions an opportunity to hear
what the industry is like.
Fahrner’s presentation started off with a brief history of the
internet industry. He touched
on a common question that
many people in the early stages
of the internet industry pondered: How do we take this powerful aspect of technology and
make it beneficial in our lives?
As a leader for Twitter’s global, self-serving advertising,

Crime Beat
3/04 4:27am
Incident: Theft
Location: De La Salle
Synopsis: Theft occurred from
a vending cabinet. The case was
referred to Community Life.

The Collegian is the official newspaper of Saint Mary’s
College, published weekly, except during examination
periods and academic recesses. The Collegian reserves
the right to hold and edit all submitted materials,
solicited and unsolicited. The Collegian’s Editorial
Board is comprised of all oversight staff members. Other
opinions expressed are not necessarily endorsed by The
Collegian, its contributors and/or advertisers. Advertisers do not necessarily reflect the view of The Collegian.
The Collegian strives for accuracy and fairness in the
reporting of news. If a report is wrong or misleading, a
request for a correction or clarification may be made.

“To act upon one’s convictions while others wait,
To create a positive force in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people when
it wasn’t available before,
To offer those who want it, a choice—”
—Ted Turner

Fahrner is working to help
businesses grow a social media
presence in hopes that these
businesses will be of benefit to
others.
The internet industry has
created many new jobs, some
of which did not exist twenty
years ago. That being said, many
people find themselves working
at multiple jobs before they find
the right one.
According to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, the average
person will have 10 jobs before
the age of 40. “I’ve had 8 jobs
in 19 years. I’m below average,”
joked Fahrner. Fahrner mentioned the terms “job hopping ”
and “job stacking ” to help describe an individual’s vocational
journey.
Instead of aimlessly hopping from job to job, he recommends that people look at their
various jobs and come up with
a strategic plan to combine
their learned experiences to
get them thinking more about
their dream career, rather than
a dream job.
In his presentation, Fahrner

3/04 6:30pm
Incident: Malicious Behavior
Location: Ageno B Parking Lot
Synopsis: Milk was poured over
a vehicle. The case was closed.
3/05 2:35pm
Incident: Fire Alarm
Location: Guerrieri West Hall
Synopsis: The fire alarm sounded due to cooking. There was no
fire, smoke, or scorching. The
case was referred to Residential Experience and Facilities
Services.
3/05 3:03pm
Incident: Vehicle Vandalism
Location: Lower De La Salle
Parking Lot
Synopsis: A vehicle was scratched
by a sharp object. The case was
referred to the Moraga Police
Department.

shared three important factors
that everyone should think
about before accepting a job: the
boss, the role, and the company.
In regards to one’s boss, Fahrner
said, “What can you learn from
them?” When it comes to the
role, he advised the audience to
ask themselves, “What will I be
doing?” Lastly, he stressed the
importance of evaluating the
company. “Does it provide value
to you?” asked Fahrner. He also
encouraged people to cast a
wide net when looking for a job.
“I love Twitter. It’s a special
company,” said Fahrner. Like
most college students, Fahrner
did not know exactly what he
wanted to do. “I had no clue
what I wanted to do. I worked
on the school newspaper and
I liked it,” said Fahrner who
ended up with a degree in Journalism.
Somewhere along the road,
Fahrner found his calling at
Twitter. He told the story like
this: After selling a start up, he
bought a nice SUV, and after that
adventure, he started a company. Here, he was introduced to

Chris Saka, an investor, entrepreneur, lawyer and guest shark
on the T.V. show “Shark Tank.”
Saka told Fahrner about a job
at Twitter and so he went for it.
Once he was settled in at
Twitter, Fahrner reached out
to Saka asking why he told him
about the job at Twitter and
Saka replied, “I saw you drive
that fancy SUV, and I was like
‘this guy knows how to make
money.’”
Fahrner joked about the whole
situation but used it to further
his point on how sometimes,
your past experiences and decisions unintentionally lead you
to where you need to be.
Before a Question & Answer
session, Fahrner closed his
presentation with a quote from
Sheryl Sandberg, the Chief
Operating Officer of Facebook:
“ Your priorities will change
over time. Have a long term vision and a short term plan.”
He encouraged the audience
to not only focus on the present
moment, but to also maintain a
mindset that looks forward to
future moments.

Synopsis: There was a physical
altercation between two students. The case was referred to
Community Life.

Location: De La Salle Drive
Synopsis: A college vehicle failed
to stop for stop sign. The case
was referred to Facilities Services.

3/05 4:10pm
Incident: Medical Transport
Location: Aquinas Hall
Synopsis: A student was transported to Contra Costa County
Hospital. The case was referred
to Residential Experience, the
Health and Wellness Center,
and CAPS.

3/08 11:28am
Incident: Fire Alarm
Location: Augustine Hall
Synopsis: The fire alarm sounded due to cooking. There was no
fire, smoke, or scorching. The
case was referred to Residential Experience and Facilities
Services.

3/06 10:00am
Incident: Fire Alarm
Location: Galileo Hall
Synopsis: The fire alarm sounded
due to an unknown cause. There
was no fire, smoke, or scorching.
The case was referred to Facilities Services.

3/08 11:10pm
Incident: Disturbance
Location: Ageno B Hall
Synopsis: A non resident of the
hall refused to leave. When the
non resident was contacted, they
left voluntarily. The case was referred to Residential Experience.

3:06 10:00pm
Incident: Malicious BehaviorVehicle Egged
Location: Upper De La Salle
Parking Lot
Synopsis: Eggs thrown onto a
parked vehicle, no damage was
sustained. The case was closed.

3/08 11:40pm
Incident: Threatening Note
Location: Upper De La Salle
Parking Lot
Synopsis: A note was left on
a parked vehicle blaming the
owner for a Hit and Run. The
case was referred to Residential
Experience.

3/07 2:17 am
Incident: Battery
Location: Claeys South Hall

3/09 8:48am
Incident: Stop Sign Violation

3/10 11:30pm
Incident: Unknown Substance
Sprayed
Location: Ageno East Parking
Lot
Synopsis: An unknown white
substance was sprayed onto
parked vehicles. The substance
washed off and left no damage.
The case was closed.
3/11 5:33am
Incident: Fire Alarm
Location: Ageno A Hall
Synopsis: An unknown person
activated a manual pull station.
There was no fire, smoke, or
scorching. The case was referred
to Facilities Services and Residential Experience.
3/11 2:34pm
Incident: Fire Alarm
Location: Guerrieri East Hall
Synopsis: The fire alarm sounded due to cooking in dorm room.
There was no fire, smoke, or
scorching. The case was referred
to Residential Experience and
Facilities Services.
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NEWS
Campus Snapshots

Campus
Calendar
National Alcohol Screening
Day
Wednesday, March 21
12 p.m. to 2 p.m.
Dante Quad
Contact:
Cynthia Cutshall
cac13@stmarys-ca.edu

On Saturday, LAGAELRINDA brought Lamorinda and the Gaels together. (Gabby Vanacore/COLLEGIAN)

GRAD FAIR provided important resources for all graduating students. (Dean Boerner/COLLEGIAN)

Pathways to Science: Series encourages minority students to pursue STEM
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
portant goal of the speaker series
is to allow students to hear and
understand scientists and their
personal stories.
Dr. Andro Rios spoke back in
Nov. 2017, giving his own personal
story. “He was a latin-jazz musician for a while,” said Thompson,
recollecting Rios’s lecture. “But
then he went back to school and

started community college where
he took some of the developmental courses that a lot of our students are taking now.” Dr. Andro
Rios earned his PhD in organic
chemistry at UC San Diego and
now works at the NASA Ames Research Center. His research currently investigates the prebiotic
chemistry of organic compounds
detected in meteorites.
Nunez is a role model whose

story students can relate to, said
Thompson, as he didn’t know
what he wanted to do, and it took
him a while to find the right career
path for him. “It can be something
of a journey—something of a circuitous path,” said Thompson.
The Pathways to Science speaker series provides role models of
diverse backgrounds for students
to follow. According to Thompson, it is a part of a larger agenda

of encouraging students to pursue
STEM and opening up the seemingly daunting realm of science
to anyone.
There are no more talks
scheduled for this semester, but
Thompson is working on scheduling the next few talks for the
Fall. There will be around one to
two talks per semester. However,
since speakers haven’t confirmed,
no specific dates have been set.

Students participate in walkout against gun violence
Saint Mary’s community gathers in solidarity with victims of mass shootings
BY DEAN BOERNER
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
As part of a nationwide demonstration protesting current
gun control policy, students
from all corners of Saint Mary’s
converged upon Chapel Plaza
to participate in the National
School Walkout and to express
solidarity both with the victims
of the recent shooting at Marjory Stonemen Douglas High
School in Parkland, Florida and
all those directly or indirectly
affected by gun violence.
The demonstration had a solemn beginning. Madison Hamzy,
who led the Saint Mary’s chapter
of the national event, read the
names of each of the 17 highschoolers slain in the Florida
school shooting that occurred
exactly four weeks prior. A minute divided each enunciation of
the the victims’ names, totaling
17 minutes in all, or one minute
dedicated for every victim.

“We can create and work
every day to teach our
boys and our men that
violence has nothing to
do with manhood. There
is no place—no place—
for any kind of weapon
in the household,
in the schools, or
in civil society.”
“Who in your life has to die
from gun violence before you
support gun control?” read a
sign held by Hamzy, a senior
psychology major and women’s
and gender studies minor who
playfully dubs herself a “crazy
social justice warrior.” Another
sign at the event read: “Thoughts

STUDENTS walk out in solidarity with gun violence victims, despite weather. (Adriana Avila/COLLEGIAN)

+ Prayers Don’t Save Lives. Gun
Reform Will.”
Various students spent the
17 minutes supine, their backs
to the ground in what Hamzy
described as a “die in.”
“When there’s a visual image
like a massive group of people lying down in in front of our most
iconic site on campus, people
notice,” said Hamzy, referring to
the Saint Mary’s Chapel, which
served as the backdrop to the
protest and its succession of
stages.
Professor Myrna Santiago,
a history professor and chair
of the History department at
Saint Mary’s, followed the time
of mourning for the Parkland
victims with a rousing lecture on
gun violence in America. In her
“teach in,” Santiago bemoaned
multiple aspects of gun violence
in America, from “toxic masculinity,” which she cited as an
overlooked culprit for the issue,
to the ease in which firearms can
be obtained in the United States.
“We can create and work every
day to teach our boys and our
men that violence has nothing
to do with manhood,” said San-

tiago. “There is no place—no
place—for any kind of weapon in
the household, in the schools, or
in civil society.”
The remainder of the demonstration took the form of
an open mic, in which 10 or so
students, at separate times, described their own feelings and
ideas about, and experiences
with, gun violence. One student
described a family member’s
close, longstanding, and working relationship with the three
victims of the fatal shooting that
occurred at a UPS facility in San
Francisco last year. Another explained that their friend, a dance
teacher at Marjory Stonemen
Douglas High School, lost one
of their student-dancers to the
tragedy. One student used two
trips to the mic to add two recent
victims of gun violence to the
list of 17, one of the victims being Sahleem Tindle, an African
American man killed by a BART
police officer near West Oakland
station last month.
President James Donahue,
whose response to the Florida
shooting Hamzy and other organizers have deemed inadequate,

left the protest encouraged by
the passion and determination
for change shown by the activists. “I really have great regard
for our students and their speaking out on issues that really matter to them and matter to the
society,” said Donahue. “They’re
doing exactly what we want to
see happen here at Saint Mary’s
where students are speaking
to the issues and raising their
voices to be heard. I’m very, very
proud of what they’re doing.”
Hamzy herself expressed dismay at the College’s reaction.
“It’s been disappointing to say
the least,” remarked the senior
after the walkout. This is an
institution and campus that is
severely at threat. We have one
way in and one way out, and I
haven’t heard anything about if
we have a response or a plan of
action if there were to be an active shooter on campus.
I would appreciate some sort
of response, and I expect one in
the next few days. But I think it
will be, regardless, disappointing that there hasn’t been one
until students are saying something.”
For the organizers of the walkout and students around the
country, another demonstration
will occur later this month. “The
March for our Lives is on March
24. It’s been organized by the
students, mainly in Parkland,
but it’s really gained a lot of
traction nationally,” said Hamzy
about a march to the centers of
numerous major U.S. cities (Activists from Saint Mary’s will be
part of the San Francisco march
to City Hall).
“Right now this is what we
can do, and I think showing up
in numbers is something that’s
really powerful and is going to
demand a response from our
government at that point.”

Student Recital Series
Wednesday, March 21
1:15 p.m.
Chapel
Contact:
Tara Sundy
(925) 631-4670
Brynn Saito on “Intimate
Ecologies: Crisis, Community,
and the Poem”
Wednesday, March 21
2:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.
De La Salle Hall, Hagerty Lounge
Contact:
MFA in Creative Writing Program
writers@stmarys-ca.edu
16th Expressions of Blackness:
Through Our Eyes
Wednesday, March 21
5:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Soda Center
Contact:
The Intercultural Center
theic@stmarys-ca.edu
Leadership Open House
Wednesday, March 21
6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Filippi Academic Hall 100
Contact:
Leadership@stmarys-ca.edu
C o f f e e , C r e a t i v i t y, a n d
Community at the WRC
Wednesday, March 21
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Contact:
Women’s Resource Center
mdl6@stmarys-ca.edu
Looking At The World Through
The Catholic Lens
Wednesday, March 21
7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Chapel
Contact:
Father Dave Gentry
dgentry@stmarys-ca.edu
Wa r Po e m s : B a b i Ya r &
Yevtushenko
Thursday, March 22
3 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Soda Center
Contact:
Krista Varela Posell
kdv1@stmarys-ca.edu
Charitable Gift Annuity
Seminar
Saturday, March 24
10 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
Delphine Hall
Contact:
Courtney Bennett
cab35@stmarys-ca.edu

The Campus Calendar column
is a service highlighting major
events of the week. To include
your event, email details to
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.
Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.
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OPINION
#MeToo and Time’s Up become witch-hunt movements
BY ASHLEY SUGAR
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
When the #MeToo movement
gained momentum in response to
the Harvey Weinstein scandal, it
grabbed the attention of millions
of Americans. It was revealed that
the entertainment industry had
been protecting sexual predators
against social and punitive repercussions for decades. The first
exposures fulfilled a much needed
catharsis for many women. But as
the months have dragged on, the
movement has transformed into a
sorority of women looking to oust
any man for the most arbitrary
misconduct.
The #MeToo movement has
gone too far. It is true that the
entertainment business has been
infested with sexual violence for
years now, but the original goal
of exposing those abusing their
power is now a campaign against
men in the entertainment industry. It is time for the movement to
reevaluate its goals in order to end
what has become a witch hunt. It
has gained a well-deserved following, but with that influence and
power comes the responsibility
to do what is right.
Currently, it seems as though
Hollywood celebrities are taking
justice into their own hands. The

legal system is being ignored while
a select few celebrities are playing
God and deciding who is guilty of
assault within hours of a so called
“allegation.” Scarlett Johansson,
for example, publicly announced
James Franco as guilty at the
Los Angeles Women’s March in
January: “How could a person
publicly stand by an organization
that helps to provide support for
victims of sexual assault while privately preying on people who have
no power?” Her PR team later
confirmed her Franco accusations
and denouncement. Actress Rose
McGowan, another example, has
also taken on the role as judge and
jury on Twitter: “James Franco
is a cuddly guy, but so are bears.
Selectively Deaf Hollywood has
heard about this asshole for years.
His hipster Prince of Hollywood’s
bro status protected him. Bros
before Ho’s, amiright?”
Some of the accused entertainers, like Franco, are not given a
chance to respond to the claims
made against them and are immediately fired. Kevin Spacey
was fired the day after an allegation against him was revealed.
But what happened to innocent
before proven guilty? When did
Hollywood stars become the
moral authority of the world?
Since Spacey’s first accusation,

many more have followed, leaving less room for doubt towards
his sexual misconduct, but it only
took one accusation for him to be
fired and for his life to be changed
forever. The swift actions taken
against him, and many others,
did not factor in the possibility
of slander and other ulterior motives. The power has clearly risen
to their heads, and they have lost
their sense of responsibility along
the way.
Another movement called
Times Up was created in January
2018 by Hollywood celebrities
response to the #MeToo movement. The focus of the Times
Up movement works towards
possible solutions, such as a legal
fund, to end sexual misconduct
around the globe.
But both movements have
failed to establish a difference
between sexual assault and harassment. These two actions
are strikingly different, but they
are being treated as one and
the same. According to the U.S.
Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, “Unwelcome sexual
advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical
conduct of a sexual nature constitute sexual harassment when this
conduct explicitly or implicitly affects an individual’s employment,

Letter to the Editor
BY KATELYN MCCARTHY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
I am writing to The Collegian in
response to the article “Catholicism and contraception in the campus community,” published in the
March 13 edition of The Collegian.
I feel that the piece demonstrates
a misunderstanding of Catholic
teaching and school practice and
would like to rectify those errors
here. The writer argues that the College ought to provide her students
with contraceptives, regardless of
Catholic teaching on the subject.
She writes, “…I refuse to believe that
belief in Catholicism and support
for accessible contraception are mutually exclusive. It’s more than possible to be a good Catholic and still
support access to contraception…”
Tell me, how? Now, Catholics
who support contraception are
not necessarily bad people—it’s not
my place to make that judgement.
However, I can say that one cannot
be a fully-practicing Catholic and
support contraception. If it is true
that one can support contraception
and be a good Catholic, then why
shouldn’t one be able to support
murder, or theft, or adultery and
be a good Catholic? Relativism has
no end. Rules in Catholicism are
not there for pedantry’s sake, but
for two purposes: to enable one to
follow Catholicism and to lead one
to heaven while improving society.
We are Catholic because we are
one in baptism and faith. Human
beings are social creatures, and part
of socialization is unity: We are all
one in the Body of Christ, and we
manifest that unity by adherence
to the same beliefs and practices.
But these beliefs and practices have
the greater purpose of drawing one
closer to Christ. The Church doesn’t
want you to follow rules for the sake
of the rules—she wants you to follow

the rules because she loves you. It
is sin, not the Church’s rules, which
enslaves us. The Church doesn’t
permit contraception because she
recognizes it as a moral evil and
wants mankind to be safe from all
corruption.
Continuing on, the writer states,
“…Saint Mary’s should be actively
helping its students protect themselves against pregnancy and sexually-transmitted diseases…”
Now, pregnancy is not something
to be protected against, and believing so stems from an unhealthy
approach to sexuality. But I agree
that the College should work to keep
her largely unmarried student body
from becoming pregnant or infected
with STDs, and to do so, she should
advocate for chastity, not contraception. Doing this would protect students even more than contraception
would. But, as the writer does not
argue for chastity, I think it’s evident
that she wants a student body that
can practice promiscuity without
consequences. This is the logical
conclusion of her argument, for if
she truly desired a non-pregnant,
STD-free student body, she would
support chastity. Contraception
fails; chastity doesn’t.
An argument that the writer
makes in order to compel the school
to offer birth control is that, despite
Catholic teaching on homosexual
acts, the school “…is institutionally accepting of all forms of sexual
identity, as evidenced by our ability
to have PRIDE club and the BASH
cultural nights on campus.” Kudos
to the author for pointing this out.
Her argument here is very good: If
Saint Mary’s doesn’t uphold Catholic teaching in some circumstances,
then why should she in any? I agree
with the writer here. If Saint Mary’s
disregards Church teachings on homosexuality, then on what grounds
does she refuse to provide birth

control? The answer, of course, is
none. Thus, consistency in school
policy must be established. But the
writer and I are at odds as to how this
consistency should come about. She
suggests a loosening of Catholic values: If the school provides a stage for
homosexuality, she should provide
contraception, too.
The College has, in essence, let
the elephant step one foot through
the door, and the other feet are
inevitably moving to come in. But
let’s stop the elephant in its tracks.
To establish consistency, the College
should both refrain from handing
out birth control and should rethink her acceptance of programs
that deal with sexuality and gender
identity through a non-Catholic
lens. A reversion to orthodoxy, not
a conversion to secularism, is the
key to disassembling the College’s
hypocrisy.
The writer states, “Just because a
student chose to come to a Catholic
school doesn’t mean they should
have the strict rules of Catholicism
foisted upon them…” and that, “It’s
unfair to subject non-Catholic students to religious rules they might
not believe in.” The College does not
maintain that students may not use
contraceptives on campus, but that
she should not be compelled to distribute those contraceptives. This
passive principle certainly cannot
be described as foisting rules upon
students.
The writer concludes by stating
that being a good Catholic is, “…
about maintaining a good relationship.” She’s right. It’s about
maintaining a good relationship
with Jesus, and that can only be
done if one recognizes that He, as
God, established the cosmos under
a set of loving, guiding principles,
and that one of those principles is
that contraception goes against the
natural order of creation.

unreasonably interferes with an
individual’s work performance,
or creates an intimidating, hostile,
or offensive work environment.”
Sexual assault, as defined by the
Department of Justice, is defined
as “...any type of sexual contact or
behavior that occurs without the
explicit consent of the recipient.
Falling under the definition of
sexual assault are sexual activities, such as forced sexual intercourse, forcible sodomy, child
molestation, incest, fondling, and
attempted rape.”
Matt Damon, a well-known
Hollywood actor, was persecuted
by critics after making comments
regarding the failure to address
the spectrum of allegations. Damon said, “There’s a difference
between, you know, patting someone on the butt and rape or child
molestation, right?... both of those
behaviors need to be confronted
and eradicated without question,
but they shouldn’t be conflated,
right?” The bedevilment he received led him to revoke his comments. Although Damon may not
have used the best diction, he is
correct.
In the United States Justice
System, there is a spectrum of
crime. For example, we do not
treat a purse snatcher and a violent burglar the same. Rape is a

crime; however, trying to show
interest in someone perhaps
gracelessly is not a crime. That
line has been blurred by these
two movements, and everyone
has become a victim of “assault.”
The detrimental effects of
#MeToo and Times Up are showing. A recent study conducted
by Leanin.org shows that three
times as many male managers are
now uncomfortable because of
the targeting provoked by these
movements. The number of male
managers who are uncomfortable
mentoring women has tripled.
These movements are destroying
workplace environments and are
placing all males in a box called
“guilty.”
These movements began because of a need to call out the
sexual violence that had been
present in the entertainment
business, but the movement has
morphed into something completely different. We should be
afraid for a future where society
has deemed it “acceptable” to end
an individual’s life and career. A
society where one can make up
a slanderous accusation and get
away with it in order to capitalize as a victim is not one we want
to live in. This is the society you
should fear, and it’s where we are
heading.
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OPINION
Anyone can benefit from taking a Saint Mary’s philosophy class
BY MARSHALL LYMBURN
OPINION EDITOR
How do I live well? How do I
conduct myself in times of stress
and conflict? What is truly meaningful in life? These may seem like
the cliché grabbers one would expect on a piece about why to study
philosophy at Saint Mary’s, but
these are real questions with real
answers, and there is no discipline
better than Philosophy with which
they can be answered. But this is a
shallow entrance into a subject of
even greater breadth and profundity. Philosophy is not only about
discovering one’s self. It is a map
to greater answers about the world,
and anyone in any discipline can
benefit from taking a class. Period.
Why not study something “useful” instead, you might ask? Let’s
get the idea that Philosophy is
useless out of the way right now.
No matter what discipline you are
in, studying Philosophy can benefit you. Are you a Sociology major
interested in questions of human
nature? Philosophy will introduce
you to the thinkers who first asked
such questions. What about Politics
or History? One of the greatest
questions in Philosophy is how to
build an ethical society. What about
Business? A course in philosophical
ethics can only improve how you
conduct yourself whether you go
into sales or management. In fact,

“THE DEATH OF SOCRATES” is a painting by Jacques-Louis David. (Courtesy of Wikipedia)

I cannot think of a single area of
study that could not be enhanced
by taking a course in Philosophy.
Yes, even Dance.
Your education is in the best
hands in this department. We
are lucky at Saint Mary’s to have
an extremely erudite group of
philosophy professors. Every one
of these professors is adept not
just in Philosophy, but in many
other subjects—between them
lies a comprehensive knowledge
of mathematics, linguistics, history, ethics, classical studies, logic,
theology, politics, psychology,

literature—precisely because philosophy has a finger in every one
of these studies, and more. Pick
any professor on the roster and you
won’t go wrong. Some of the most
dedicated and intelligent professors I have ever been in a classroom
with teach in this one department.
Don’t pass it up.
This goes out especially to first
and second year students—those
who might still be uncertain about
a major. The question of what to
study is a difficult one, and it comes
from exploring as many ideas as
possible as well as yourself. Taking

a class in philosophy might help
answer those questions, and it is
in no way a commitment to a major
or minor. You will wrestle with the
deepest questions man has faced
since the beginning of recorded history. You can only count on being
stimulated by new ideas walking
out of the classroom buzzing—part
of what a liberal arts education is
all about.
I started taking philosophy classes as an English major because I
found the area of literary theory
stimulating and wanted to pursue
it further. Further I went indeed.
Now six classes later, I feel more
engaged with the ideas I came into
Philosophy to pursue, and many
more.
But it is not just English majors
who I find in my classes. I have
friends in Environmental Studies,
Math, Economics, and History
who I’ve taken philosophy courses
with, and there are many more
major-minors, double-majors, or
those just taking the courses for fun
across a multitude of disciplines.
The diversity of backgrounds
leads to extremely open and discursive conversations within the
classroom. Little is sacred in these
discussions. Any idea is open to
scrutiny or praise, and although
discussions and lectures are stimulating, no one is pushing anyone to
engage. The grade you walk away
with at the end of the semester is

rarely affected by whether you debate out loud or sit back and listen.
But that doesn’t mean the classes
are a walk in the park. You still have
to think, and the most valuable skill
you obtain in these classes is the
way you learn to think. You may
cry, “But there are bigger things
in the world than myself! I don’t
have the time or luxury for selfinvestigation.” Wrong. You are the
building block of the human race,
and you can’t change the world
until you know both it and yourself.
A person blind to themselves does
little good to the world, even when
they try. A person blind to themselves trying to do “good” doesn’t
even know what “good” is, or why
they are trying to do it. If you leave
Saint Mary’s without exploring
these questions, you have passed up
a chance to explore what real liberal
arts education is all about.
One should know that Philosophy is far from just an esoteric
subject reserved for those interested in abstract ideas. The story of
man wrestling with the questions
of life is as old as the human race.
You have this time in your life,
and a group of extremely qualified
professors at your disposal, to ask
questions you will never again be
able to pose. Don’t miss out on this
opportunity. You could end up carrying with you something you learn
in this department for the rest of
your life.
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CULTURE
A taste of Hawaii at downtown Walnut Creek’s Pokeatery
BY CLARICE ONG
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Ubiquitous in Hawaii, poke
has recently piqued the interest
of the mainland. The Hawaiian
staple, which is quite similar to
the more-familiar sashimi, is
having its deserved moment in
the American palate. The raw
fish salad with fresh add-ins such
as avocado and edamame was
touted as healthy, and mainland
Americans have tucked in. In the
past two years, several poke restaurants have popped up within
the vicinity of Saint Mary’s College. The newest to arrive in the
poke scene is Pokeatery.
L o c a t e d by W h o l e Fo o d s
in downtown Walnut Creek,
Pokeatery held its soft opening
on Jan. 22, 2018. Pokeatery is a
poke franchise that started in
San Mateo in 2015. They decided
to branch out to Walnut Creek
because of the energy and the
culinary curiosity of people in
the area. According to manager
Znnia Gutierrez-Sanchez, the
community has been very welcoming. The Walnut Creek location is now second in terms of
profitability to the flagship location in San Mateo. They are more
popular than the other franchise
locations and have outpaced the
Austin, Texas Pokeatery, which
also opened around the same
time.
When asked what she thinks
makes them popular, Ms. Gutierrez-Sanchez credits the staff,

THE NEWEST POKEATERY LOCATION will open to the public in Downtown Walnut Creek on Saturday, March 24. (Courtesy of Beyond the Creek)

the ingredients, and the food
product. She praises the friendly
staff who cheerfully infuse the
restaurant with the aloha spirit.
Indeed, when a customer walks
into Pokeatery, he or she is welcomed with a breezy “Aloha!”
paired with warm smiles. The
staff is patient in explaining
their selections and is ready to
make recommendations to poke
novices. Aside from the great
customer service, GutierrezSanchez believes that the high
quality of their seafood is what
makes them stand out amongst
their competition. For instance,
the salmon that they use is from

Norway since the taste of the
fish is cleaner, and the texture is
the right amount of firmness. In
the end, however, the food is just
delicious and, to Ms. GutierrezSanchez, a taste of home.
A transplant from Hawaii,
Gutierrez- Sanchez finds that
the poke that the restaurant
serves is very similar to the poke
from the general stores and poke
stands that she frequented as a
child growing up in the Waikiki
area. Pokeatery offers ahi tuna,
hamachi, albacore, salmon, spicy
tuna, crab salad, spicy crab salad,
shrimp, tako (octopus), and
tofu for vegetarians. With bases

like uala chips (sweet potatoes)
and kelp noodles, mix-ins like
limu (seaweed), sides like spicy
edamame, toppings like kukui
nut (yes, the very same kukui
nuts used for leis), and sauces
like wasabi citrus and spicy
ponzu, the flavors of Hawaii very
much take center stage. Even
the trendy avocado toast gets a
Hawaiian twist by being topped
with poke: The resulting fusion
is the pokecado. They also offer
other Hawaiian products such
as Kauai Kookie chocolate chip
macadamia cookies, Hawaiian
Sun drinks, and a selection of
Hawaiian kettle chips.

Aside from the customizable
poke boxes, the beverages and
desserts also bring the flavors
of Hawaii to the fore. Pokeatery
serves freshly squeezed juices
like pineapple and the popular
POG (pineapple, orange, and guava). To finish the meal, Pokeatery
serves Dole whips (“Just like
at Dole plantation and Disneyland!” quipped Ms. GutierrezSanchez) and Dole whip floats
(the staff recommends POG juice
with the Dole whip topping).
Their grand opening is on
March 24, 2018 at 11 a.m. The
first 100 customers to come in
will get free poke bowls. They
are also offering a “buy one, get
one free” poke box deal all day for
those who do not make the first
100 customers. Every customer
will receive a free pineapple
mason jar with a voucher for the
next visit. Since that falls on the
first weekend of the break, stop
by and take advantage of their
promotion. The staff recommends the customizable poke
box ($12.50). Ms. GutierrezSanchez suggests creating a poke
nacho. What everybody agrees on
is to have fun with building your
poke box.
Though the warm days are still
a few months away, Pokeatery
offers the aloha spirit and one of
the iconic foods of Hawaii. Enjoy
the poke, dig into the Dole whip,
close your eyes, and perhaps, just
perhaps, you can imagine yourself in the tropics for a precious
few minutes.

The Lounge provides an artistic space for student voices
BY RAMYA RAMAMOORTHY
STAFF WRITER
The Lounge is an open mic club at
Saint Mary’s College that provides
a safe and supportive space where
students can showcase talent and
inspire the community through
music, dance, spoken word, and
much more. Each Lounge starts
off with a setlist of performers who
signed up beforehand, after which
any student is allowed to perform
at the open mic.
I had the privilege of interviewing
Ericka Lacsamana, co-president
of The Lounge for the second year
in a row and one of the dedicated
performers. She described how she
started her involvement with The
Lounge, saying, “I went to a Lounge
and I remember it being one of the
greatest experiences I’ve had at
Saint Mary’s as a first-year, and then
by my second year, I decided, ‘Okay,
this is a space I definitely want to be
in,’ so I applied to be on the [executive] team, and I got in.”
Lacsamana’s performances often
gravitates towards spoken word
and singing, but when she has more
confidence, she shows the Lounge
community her talent of dance. She
chooses her piece for each Lounge
on the basis of her mood and how
she is feeling. One behind-thescenes secret that she shared with
me is that sometimes, she comes to
the Lounge with one piece in mind,
but after being inspired by the other
performances that go before her,
she changes her piece. I personally
think that is a very talented skill that
she and other performers are able

to change their pieces at the last
minute.
In addition to The Lounge, there
are many clubs on campus that are
integral to the Saint Mary’s community. When I asked Lacsamana why
The Lounge is special and important
to have on campus, she responded,
“It’s an important club because it
provides a space for the students to
feel comfortable sharing their voices
without any judgement. More or
less, it’s one of those things where it’s
like what’s said here stays here, but
you can still take from it and learn
from it. And you can always improve
every single time.
“It’s important that the students
feel like they have a space where
they feel safe enough to say what
they want to say or need to say, especially if it has something to do with
social justice, political frustration,
or just their overall mental stability.
If they want to get something out,
this is the space provided because
[The Lounge] was inspired by a
bunch of students who just wanted
to voice their frustrations and their
thoughts and opinions. We continue
to foster that space and continue to
make sure that students feel like
they belong on this campus and
they have a right to say what they
want to say.”
With the pieces that she performs
at The Lounge, Lacsamana hopes to
inspire others to share their voices
and stories as well. She encourages
students who are thinking about
performing to just showcase their
talents, saying, “You can do so many
things with a microphone.” Lacsamana hopes that she can encourage

people to perform if they want to
and also encourage them to understand that they belong in the space.
When I asked her for advice for first
timer performers, she responded
that it is important to understand
that it is 100 percent okay to be
nervous: “My biggest advice would
be to do it, and I think The Lounge is
the space to do it because we decided
that it’s for you, so we can create the
space for you however you want
to.” Students can be vocal about
their preferences, such as turning
the chair so that they are not facing
the rest of the audience, dimming
the lights to make the audience less
visible, or even just having a friend
up there while performing.
When asked about what she
would change in regards to The
Lounge, Lacsamana struggled to
come up with an answer, indicating
how impressive the club is. She came
to the conclusion that she would not
change anything about The Lounge
because of the adaptability of the
environment and the uniqueness
of the club itself. However, logistically, she wishes that The Lounge
did have more technological resources and musical instruments
so that everyone who is willing to
perform can have the accessibility
to do so. One thing that she believes
students should know about The
Lounge is the flexibility—there are
no time constraints, and students
are allowed to come in and out as
they wish.
Every Lounge is different since it
is student-run, so the performers,
audience, and executive team make
it what it is. Some Lounges may be

THE LOUNGE has inspired the campus since 2012. (Courtesy of Saint Mary’s College of California)

uplifting while others may be emotional, so every Lounge will be a different experience, even for the audience. The underlying theme within
every Lounge is social justice, since
art is a form of activism, but students
are allowed to perform any piece
that may not necessarily relate to
social justice, such as a Billboard Top
Hit song. One of the last things that
Lacsamana mentioned at the end
of the interview, and which I think

is a central motif of The Lounge, is
that “the space is for everyone.” The
Lounge is not only a safe space, but
it is also a supportive and welcoming environment where students
are welcomed to voice their opinions, instead of being shut down
for them. The space is meant for
everyone to showcase their talents
and voice their opinions without
feeling judged and instead, feel safe
and supported by the community.
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SPORTS
Saint Mary’s baseball suffers tough series loss to Portland Sports
this week

BY DEAN BOERNER
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

An only somewhat satisfactory road trip continued for Saint
Mary’s last weekend in Portland,
Oregon, where the Gaels took
just one of three against a Pilots
team picked to finish last in the
WCC’s Preseason Coaches’ Poll.
In both teams’ conferenceseason opener last Friday, Portland used an explosive first inning against Saint Mary’s starting pitcher Nick Frank to take
the first game of the series 7-4.
The big hit for the Pilots came
in that key first inning. After
junior Cody Hawken singled in
the game’s first run with one out,
Portland’s Dutton Elske drilled a
three-run homerun to really put
Portland ahead early.
Saint Mary’s would add a run
in the top of the third on a Kevin
Milam single, but the Pilots
immediately responded with
two runs in the bottom of that
inning. Jace McKinney doubled
home Hawken before McKinney
himself scored on a single by
Elske and a Saint Mary’s outfield
error, making it 6-1 in favor of
Portland.
That ended up being more
than enough for the Pilots and
their Friday starter, Eli Morse,
who threw 6.2 innings and allowed three earned runs in the
winning effort. Saint Mary ’s
would add three more runs—two
of them coming in the seventh
inning on a single by senior Joey
Fiske—but Pilots sophomore
Connor Knutson held Saint
Mary’s scoreless in 2.1 innings
of work, striking out four batters
in the process.
The Gaels found more luck in
Portland on Saturday; like the

SOFTBALL

JOE VRANESH, shown above, went three for four with a homerun in the lone Gaels win in Portland, Oregon. (Courtesy of smcgaels.com)

Pilots one day earlier, Saint Mary
scored early and often, using
five total runs in the first three
innings to coast to a 6-2 win and
even the series.
Eddie Haus started things off
with an RBI single in the first
inning, but it was Kevin Milam
an inning later who put the
Gaels way out in front. With the
bases loaded and two outs, the
Saint Mary’s sophomore cleared
the bases with a double to deep
centerfield, giving Saint Mary’s
a 4-0 lead.
The Gaels would make it 6-0
in the fifth inning. Dylan Robertson scored from third on a
wild pitch in the third, and Joe
Vranesh skied a homer over left
field in the fifth, giving Milam,
who started on the mound for
Saint Mary’s on Saturday, more
than enough for the rest of his
outing. As the Saint Mary’s of-

fense produced, Milam dealt,
throwing seven innings pitched,
allowing only four hits, and
striking out seven Portland hitters.
Even at one win apiece, both
Portland and Saint Mary’s looked
for their first WCC series wins of
the season on Sunday afternoon.
In the end, Portland came out on
top in dramatic fashion when
senior Tate Budnick secured
a Pilots series victory with a
booming walk-off homerun over
leftfield.
Saint Mary’s struck first in the
opening frame. Joey Fiske and
Brett Rasso each reached base to
start the game—Fiske on a walk
and Rasso on a hit-by-pitch—and
senior catcher Jackson Thoreson drove home the first run of
the game with a groundout. But
Portland responded not long
after on an RBI single by junior

infielder Matt Kelly.
The game would stay tied at
one until Jackson Thoreson
lifted Saint Mary’s ahead 2-1 on a
solo homerun to right, his second
homerun of the year.
But once again, the Pilots responded. Yet again, it was Kelly
coming up with a game-tying RBI
single. This time, he lined one
into right-center against Ken
Waldichuk, the Sunday starter
for Saint Mary ’s. Waldichuck
pitched beautifully in his nodecision, going eight innings and
allowing only one earned run,
but his exit out of the tie game set
the stage for Budnick’s heroics in
the ninth inning.
Saint Mary’s, now 10-7 overall
and 1-2 in WCC play, will host
Sacramento St. this Tuesday
before visiting conference rival
Santa Clara this weekend for a
three-game set.

This year’s NCAA Tournament is not short on surprises
BY JACK BARNES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
This article was written on Sunday, March 18 after the Michigan
State versus Syracuse game
March Madness is about basketball, not brackets. If it were the
other way around, we would all stop
watching after the first round.
The elephant in the 64-team
room is of course UMBC, who
made history on Friday not only by
becoming the first 16 seed to ever
beat a one seed, but also by scoring
more points than there are people
in the country who picked them to
win. Not only did the University of
Maryland, Baltimore County (because you didn’t know what that
stood for) beat the number one
overall Virginia Cavaliers, but they
further humiliated them with a
20-point loss.
UMBC has hardly been the only
underdog to see success thus far,
though, as 11-seed Loyola Chicago,
13-seed Buffalo, 13-seed Marshall,
and 11-seed Syracuse have busted
any and all brackets that the Retrievers left behind. Buffalo’s win
over four-seed Arizona further
dampered the Wildcats’ scandalridden season, and in the East
bracket Marshall shocked the fourseed Wichita State Shockers with
a highlight reel performance from

THIS YEAR, MARCH MADNESS is about basketball, not brackets. (Courtesy of @UMBC_MBB Twitter)

Jon Elmore.
Loyola Chicago has been making
plenty of noise as well as the first
double-digit seed to advance to the
Sweet Sixteen. Their first round
battle with Miami gave us the second best buzzer beater so far when,
down by one, Donte Ingram nailed
a three as the clocked expired (The
best buzzer beater being Michigan
guard Jordan Poole’s scissor-kick
Hail Mary to beat Houston).
In true March Madness form,
they followed this performance
with another game-winning shot
from Clayton Custer to beat threeseed Tennessee. As much as we
might love to root for this Midwest

dark horse and their team chaplain,
Sister Jean, a loss for Tennessee is a
loss for the tournament, as it spells
the last sighting of their candystriped warm up pants.
Each year, one of the four play-in
teams makes a deep run in March,
and this year it is none other than
the Syracuse Orange. As the second
double-digit seed to advance to the
round of sixteen, the Orange have
won at least one more game than every other team in the tournament,
including a big one over three-seed
Michigan State, a popular pick to
win it all. While underdogs are great
and all, the evil selection committee
might argue that the Orange’s suc-

cess justifies the exclusion of Saint
Mary’s in the Big Dance.
As exciting as these Cinderella
stories are, three of four one seeds
still remain (as of last Sunday afternoon). At this point, Villanova is an
even heavier favorite than before
with Virginia out of the picture.
Reigning champion North Carolina
could still make it’s third straight
National Championship appearance, where it would likely rematch
Villanova, who narrowly snatched
the title from UNC back in 2016 in
one of the best championship games
in recent memory.
That said, the West bracket is
the most competitive of the four, as
it would not be hard to see Xavier,
Gonzaga, or red hot Michigan make
it out alive. With Virginia toppled
and Loyola Chicago surprising
the nation at each turn, the South
bracket is by far the most interesting. Clearly it is up in the air, but
the perennially good Kentucky and
two-seed Cincinnati are forces to
reckon with. As for the Midwest,
anyone would assume it will come
down to Kansas and Duke, but no
one really wants that, do we?
When all is said and done, only
one team gets to cut down the nets
and enjoy the lovely vibrations of
“One Shining Moment.” Despite
all our broken, busted, and bombed
brackets, there is still a lot of good
and exciting basketball to watch.

Fri. vs Seattle, 2:00 p.m.
Fri. vs Bakersfield, 4:15 p.m.
Sat. vs Bakersfield, 11:45 a.m.
Sat. vs Seattle, 4:15 p.m.
Sun. vs Bakersfield, 11:45 a.m.
Sun. vs UCSB, 2:00 p.m.
Softball hits the road for a
tournament in Santa Barbara to
play six games in three days.

MEN’S BASKETBALL

Mon. vs Washington, 8:00 p.m.
The Gaels continue postseason
play against Washington after
defeating Southeastern Lousiana
in the first round of the NIT.

BASEBALL

Tues. vs Sac State, 3:00 p.m.
Fri. @ Santa Clara, 6:00 p.m.
Sat. @ Santa Clara, 1:00 p.m.
Sun. @ Santa Clara, 12:00 p.m.
The Gaels will face a full slate of
games this week in their attempt
to recover from a disappointing
series loss to Portland.
MEN’S TENNIS

Sat. @ San Francisco, 1:00 p.m.
Sun. @ Santa Clara, 12:00 p.m.
WOMEN’S TENNIS
Sat. vs San Francisco, 11:00 a.m.
Sun. vs Santa Clara, 11:00 a.m.
BEACH VOLLEYBALL

Tues. vs Pacific, 3:00 p.m.
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SPORTS
Puttin’ with Pavan
BY PAVAN SAGOO
ATHLETE COLUMNIST
After having some time to
reflect, I think it’s safe to assume that the team morale is
beginning to trend in the right
direction once again. San Diego
was rough. It’s been quite some
time since we finished that low
on the leaderboard, so long in
fact that I can’t really remember when exactly that time was.
Simply, we were outplayed and
ultimately outsmarted by one
of the strongest fields we have
ever faced. However, with that
being said, the entirety of this
team firmly believes that when
you aren’t winning, you are only
learning. Learn, we did.
We learned, and we moved
on. This past week of practice
has been rather intense, to say
the least. A vicious onslaught
of rain, hail, and the inevitable
frostbite hasn’t been able to slow
down our efforts to strengthen
our weaknesses. Prior to the San
Diego classic, something that we
may have fallen victim to was a
lack of preparation in areas that
truly needed to be sharp upon
our arrival. We are going out of
our way in order to make sure
that this isn’t the case heading
into our next event, The Duck
Invitational.
Widely regarded as one of the
world’s top courses, and host
to the 2016 National Championship, Eugene Country Club

boasts some of the most demanding challenges in golf. Lined by
countless Douglas Fir’s, each and
every hole demands the utmost
respect and requires precision
of the highest level. Heading
into this tournament, we have
focused almost entirely on our
long-games.
Specifically, hitting to the correct side of the hole, as well as
honing in our distance control,
will likely prove to be vital at
Eugene. In addition to that, we
have put a significant amount of
time into driving, as inevitably,
the ice-cold conditions of the
Pacific Northwest will require
us to utilize driver off of nearly
every hole, which as I mentioned
above will each command their
own levels of diligence.

...the entirety of this
team firmly believes
that when you aren’t
winning, you are only
learning. Learn, we did.
Our preparations, however,
don’t stop there. In what seems
to be an almost non-existent
turnaround, the team will return
from the treacherous conditions
of the Pacific Northwest to the
gentle warmth of the Bay Area
in order to compete in The Goodwin, hosted by Stanford, the

Gaels tip off NIT
very next day. For the first time
in the history of The Goodwin,
the tournament won’t be played
at the renowned Stanford Golf
Course, but instead, TPC Harding Park.
Embedded within the heart
of San Francisco, Harding Park
is another venue widely considered to be one of the best in the
world. Host to events such as
The Presidents Cup, The World
Match Play, and an upcoming
PGA Championship, Harding
is without a doubt one of our
favorites among the team. It’s a
course that we tend to enjoy, and
I know for certain that myself,
along with my fellow seniors,
simply cannot wait to play our
final ever regular season event as
Gaels at a venue seeped in such
rich history.
That’s about all I have for you
this week. Clearly, the last few
weeks haven’t gone how we had
once hoped. However, we must
look forward. These next two
tournaments during the Easter
break are undoubtedly going
to provide a tough test for us,
against tough opponents, but
that’s exactly what we practice
for.
We have in front of us two incredible opportunities to show
what our team is capable of, and
hopefully we are able to capitalize upon them. Here’s hoping
that the next time we meet we
have a few more positives to talk
about!

BY RICHIE AVILA
STAFF WRITER
In spite of a 27-4 regular season
record, the Saint Mary’s men’s basketball team did not get selected for
the NCAA Tournament. With outof-conference wins over tournament
teams like New Mexico State and Cal
State Fullerton, an undefeated streak
that lasted from November to February, consistent placement in the AP
Top 25—including an 11th ranking in
the country—and a victory at fourth
seeded Gonzaga, many are calling
the Gael’s tournament exclusion
one of the biggest snubs in college
basketball history.

Saint Mary’s

89

SLU

45

With a point to make, the men’s
team entered the National Invitation
Tournament with the intention to
win and prove the NCAA selection
committee wrong. The Gaels played
their first game on March 13 against
the Southland Conference regular
season co-champions, Southeastern
Louisiana University. The Gaels demolished the SLU Lions 89-45, the
largest margin of victory in the NIT
so far. The Gaels will meet the Wash-

ington Huskies on March 19 in a
west coast battle between WCC and
PAC-12 schools. A victory against the
Huskies will guarantee Saint Mary’s
a spot in the quarterfinals.

New Mexico

82

Saint Mary’s

80

The Saint Mary’s women’s basketball team was also not selected
for the NCAA tournament. The
women’s team finished with a 20-9
regular season record and as second
place in the West Coast Conference regular season. The Gaels
entered the Women’s National Invitation Tournament, where they were
matched up against the New Mexico
Lobos. The game, played on March
15, was a nail-bitter that finished 8280 with the Lobos coming out on top.
The Gaels started slow but were
able to regain momentum in the
second-half and nearly completed
the upset at New Mexico. Saint
Mary’s was unable to defeat their
Mountain West Conference foes in
this meeting, but the Gaels perhaps
would have fared better on a neutral
court. With only one senior, the team
will return next season with a more
experienced squad and look for their
first bid into the NCAA Women’s
Tournament since 2001.

